This study aimed to describe characteristics of reading passages in the English textbook for SMP in Samarinda published by CV Nadia Sarana Utama. The study used content analysis as the design. The data of this study were 11 reading passages in the English textbook. The reading passages were evaluated based on topic, organization, grammatical features, cohesion and cohesive devices of the text, and vocabulary choices. The study revealed that the topics of the reading text were not clear. Of 11 passages available, 3 do not have topic, 2 do not state relevant topic, and 6 has relevant topic. Cohesion and cohesive of the texts were achieved by reference and the conjunction (text 1 to text 11), substitution (texts 4, 6, and 10) and lexical cohesion (texts 4, 7, and 10). Grammatical features of the 11 texts are simple and compound sentence. Vocabulary texts are everyday language.
INTRODUCTION
The features of text have a large effect on comprehension. Texts can be difficult or easy, depending on factors inherent in the text, on the relationship between the text and the knowledge and abilities of the reader, and on the activities in which the reader is engaged. In terms of content, the vocabulary load of the text and its linguistic structures, discourse style, and genre also interact with the reader's knowledge. Furthermore, the content matter of a text should be relevant to students in connection to their life experiences, expressed needs, or to the learning goals and objectives of the program. In including written text to a teaching program such as reading text in a textbook, a writer can decide to have the authentic text that would be linguistically 'difficult' for the students or simplify it so that it is linguistically 'easier' to students.
In terms of cultural knowledge, Steffensen et al in Alderson (2000:46) explored differences in cultural knowledge between Indians from subcontinents and North Americans, by having both groups read an account of weddings, one in a cultural setting familiar to them, and The data were obtained from SMP English textbook published by CV Nadia Sarana. The book was published by local publisher in Balikpapan and Provincial Office of Department of National Education of East Kalimantan in Samarinda recommended to use the book. The book, therefore, was used as an English Text for SLTP students in East Kalimantan. The book consisted of 8 chapters. In each chapter, reading passage was available for the focus of learning. The book was designed for use of two semesters in the seventh grade of SLTP.
FINDINGS 3.1 Topic of Texts
The topic included 11 topics. The topics were identified from the presence of a title of every passage. As a result, topics of the reading text are not clear although the theme of each passage is specified in the table of contents of the book. Of 11 passages available, 3 do not have topic, 2 do not state relevant topic, and 6 has relevant topic. The passage that does not have a title and those that do not have clear title is categorized as not relevant passage. In addition, the passages that have title are considered relevant text. The text that has title and the topic is described in the first paragraph of the text is considered relevant. The irrelevant topic in the text is identified through two categories: the passage does not have a title, or the passage has a title but the first paragraph of the passage does not directly support the topic in the title (Oshima and Huge, 1991; Budiharso, 2001; 2005) . Table 1 shows the proportion of topic and the texts. The table shows the result of analysis using modified model of reading. The data show that of 11 topics in the reading passage there are 27.3% or 3 topics that are not relevant as there are no title on the passage. Next, there are also 18.2% or 2 topics that are not relevant as the passage has a title but the first paragraph of the passage does not directly support the topic in the title. Then, there are 54.5% or 6 passages are relevant as the texts have title and the topic is described in the first paragraph of the text To elaborate the description of the topic, data on Table  2 is presented. 
Organization of the Texts
The organization of the text is identified in paragraph level and sentence level. The paragraph level examined how topic sentence in one paragraph was developed in the developing sentences. The organization of ideas in each sentence was analyzed complimentary to identification of the topic. In the sentence level, the development of ideas was examined its directness explanation to the topic. Findings of the organization of the texts can be seen in table 3 below: 
Cohesive and Cohesion of the Texts
The cohesive and cohesion of the 11 texts in this study were identified through the presence and relevancy of the uses of reference, substitution, ellipsis, lexical, and conjunction of every sentence in the text. Of 11 passages in the textbook, there are 2 passages achieved their cohesion and cohesion through the presence and relevancy of the use of reference, conjunction, lexical cohesion and substitution. Then there is 1 passage achieved their cohesion and cohesion through reference, conjunction, and lexical cohesion and the other 1 through reference, conjunction and substitution. Next there are 5 passages achieved their cohesion and cohesion through reference and conjunction. Finally there are 2 passages achieved their cohesion and cohesion through conjunction. Findings of the cohesion and cohesive achieved by the texts can be seen in table 4 below: 
Grammatical Features of the Texts
Grammatical features determined awkward sentences or ungrammatical sentences. The identification included sentence complexity, agreement, plurality, tenses, and word orders. After looking at the grammatical features in the 11 texts, it can be seen that mostly the texts use simple and compound sentence and in the form of simple present tense. The presence of agreement and plurality in the sentences of the texts don't show grammatical errors. There is only one error in plurality in text 1 and one error in subject verb agreement in text 6. Findings of the grammatical features in the texts can be seen in table 5 below: 
Vocabulary Choices in the Texts
The vocabulary choices referred to the appropriateness of the words to represent actual meaning. The words were indicated by technical words, everyday term-words, content words, e.g. noun, verb, adjective, and adverb.
The vocabulary choices of the 11 passages seem to have everyday term-words with the use of noun and verb then followed by adjective and adverb. Findings of the vocabulary choices in the texts can be seen in table 6 below: 
CONCLUSION
After doing the analysis on the reading text in the seventh year of SLTP/MTs. English textbook published by CV Nadia Sarana Utama, the researcher found the characteristics of the texts: 1) The topics of the reading text are not clear although the theme of each passage is specified in the table of contents of the book. Of 11 passages available, 3 do not have topic, 2 do not state relevant topic, and 6 has relevant topic. 2) The overall organization of the texts consist of the topic in the presence or absence of the title, the first paragraph that develop the topic and the next paragraph to develop the previous paragraph 3) The cohesion and cohesive achieved by the texts are mostly by reference and the conjunction (text 1 to text 11), then followed by substitution (texts 4, 6, and 10) and lexical cohesion (texts 4, 7, and 10) 4) The grammatical features of the 11 texts are dominated by simple and compound sentence and the use of simple present tense. 5) All vocabulary used in the texts are everyday language vocabulary with the content words like verb, auxiliary verb, modal verb, noun, adverb, and adjective.
